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 The SIMSTAT program was developed to be an easy-to-use and powerful statistical program that performs a wide variety of
statistical analyses. It plots hi-resolution graphs and has a powerful batch command language for automating analyses. Data
Management The data window is a spreadsheet like data editor where values can be entered, browsed, or edited. It has the
following features: - Reads standard DBF files up to 1024 variables (or fields). Can import and export comma or tab separated
text files, Paradox, Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, Excel, Quattro Pro, - SPSS/PC+ and SPSS for Windows files. - Supports variable
and value labels and up to 3 missing values - Records can be filtered using valid xBase expressions - Records can be sorted on
one or several variables or on results of xBase expressions - Supports data transformation (including conditional transformation),
recoding, ranking. Provides more than 50 transformation functions including trigonometric, statistical, random number
functions. Output Management The notebook window displays the statistical output for all analyses performed during a session.
The notebook metaphor provides an efficient way to browse and manage results. The text output of each analysis is displayed on
a separate page. You can turn pages either with the mouse by clicking on the page flip icons at the bottom of the notebook or by
keyboard keys. While each page can be annotated or edited, it is also possible to add empty pages in order to put down ideas or
remarks, sketch an analysis plan, or write down interpretation of results. Tabs can be added to create sections in the notebook
allowing you to store different kinds of analysis in different sections of the notebook. An index of all analysis is automatically
generated. This index can be used to quickly locate and go to a specific page, move pages within the notebook, or delete some
pages. The charts window displays all high-resolution charts created during a session. It allows you full control of axis, labels,
legends, colours, line drawing, etc. The resulting graphics can be exported to disk in Windows Metafile format or copied to the
clipboard as a picture, Windows Metafile, or tab separated values. The script window is used to enter and edit commands. Those
commands can be either read from a script file on disk, typed in by the user or automatically generated by the program. When
used with the RECORD feature, the script can also be used as a log window to keep track of the analysis
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Can be used to insert numeric or alphanumeric expressions in any software application. CASESDEF Description: Can be used
to generate sample and/or test data. Allows recursive data generation, random seed and file name, even with variable names and
labels. LOGIKELP Description: Provides log and error messages in English, French and German. RECOVER Description:
Keeps records of variables and their values for a specified period of time. EDIT-SCR Description: Allows you to create and edit
textboxes on the fly, as well as to delete, move, renumber, resize, fill, clear, format, etc. items on the user interface. FONTS
Description: Allows you to change the size of fonts or to remove them all. USERMACRO Description: Allows you to define
user macros for the program. CLUTTER Description: Allows you to customize the look of the program. COMBOBOX
Description: Allows you to create and display combo boxes. COMBOBOX-FR Description: Allows you to create and display
combo boxes in French. SCRIPT-M Description: Allows you to define script macros for the program. LINKCLUT Description:
Allows you to change the look of the program by linking (recalling) colors and fonts. MENU Description: Allows you to create
menus for the user interface. FIND Description: Allows you to find strings in files or databases. ICON Description: Allows you
to create icons. RECORD Description: Allows you to record steps of a statistical analysis. EQUATE Description: Allows you to
create a data list from a table or an expression. CUSTOMIZED EDIT Description: Allows you to customize editing. IPAD
Description: Allows you to view a specified file. QWER Description: Allows you to view a specified file with QWERT and
QWERTU fonts. RESIZE Description: Allows you to resize any window. RETURN Description: Allows you to jump to a
specified location in the menu or command script window. MOVE Description: Allows you to move any window. DEL
Description: Allows you to delete any item. INS Description: Allows you to insert new items in the current window. DELETE
Description: Allows you to delete any item. SORT Description: 77a5ca646e
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The program provides a full suite of data analysis, information visualization, graphics generation and data management tools.
SIMSTAT has several advantages:  - unlimited data dimensionality (MAXDIM=309,999)  - unlimited number of cases  -
flexible data architecture. One record is defined as a table of values; records are organized as a list of fields. This allows to
include variables of different type: numeric, character, date, …  - easy to use, intuitive interface  - wide range of analyses can be
performed: descriptive, inferential, statistical, exploratory,...  - very efficient, even on huge data sets  - powerful, efficient and
versatile batch programming language. The SIMSTAT Programming Language (SLP) allows the user to access the whole
database in a single command. There are two ways to use SIMSTAT. Either you can access the program interactively, using
menus and dialog boxes, or you can write scripts that describe a series of actions to perform automatically. SIMSTAT is very
easy to learn and use. It provides extensive help windows that explain all its features. Most users will be able to easily create and
run their first analyses. However, if you are familiar with other statistical packages you will be able to quickly become
productive with SIMSTAT. You can find more information about the product on the link below. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] A:
I've been using simulStat for about 3 years and its far better than almost anything else out there in terms of flexibility, ease of
use, and quality of output. In addition to being a statistics tool, it has its own scripting language which allows for rapid
development of data visualization, simulations, and statistical analysis within one, unified programming environment. It can
easily deal with real-world sized data sets, unlike SSPS, which has a hard time with more than 2000 cases. I can't recommend
simulStat enough - you will not be disappointed. Defending his party's position on the Carbon Tax, Prime Minister Tony Abbott
will have to explain why Australia is the only developed nation not to have a carbon price in place. Treasurer Joe Hockey will
need to answer why the Coalition's policies are not slowing down global emissions growth and risking the damage to the climate.
Coalition MPs will have

What's New In Simstat?

Simstat is a high performance, high quality, easy to use, powerful, innovative statistical package. It can perform a wide range of
statistical analyses including descriptive statistics, ANOVA, regression, ANCOVA, repeated measures and survival analysis. It
has a powerful batch command language for automating analyses and also has a Results Notebook for compiling your statistical
results along with notes and annotations.  Data Management: The data window is a spreadsheet like data editor where values can
be entered, browsed, or edited. It has the following features:  - Reads standard DBF files up to 1024 variables (or fields). Can
import and export comma or tab separated text files, Paradox, Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, Excel, Quattro Pro, - SPSS/PC+ and
SPSS for Windows files.  - Supports variable and value labels and up to 3 missing values  - Records can be filtered using valid
xBase expressions  - Records can be sorted on one or several variables or on results of xBase expressions  - Supports data
transformation (including conditional transformation), recoding, ranking. Provides more than 50 transformation functions
including trigonometric, statistical, random number functions.  Output Management: The notebook window displays the
statistical output for all analyses performed during a session. The notebook metaphor provides an efficient way to browse and
manage results. The text output of each analysis is displayed on a separate page. You can turn pages either with the mouse by
clicking on the page flip icons at the bottom of the notebook or by keyboard keys. While each page can be annotated or edited,
it is also possible to add empty pages in order to put down ideas or remarks, sketch an analysis plan, or write down interpretation
of results. Tabs can be added to create sections in the notebook allowing you to store different kinds of analysis in different
sections of the notebook. An index of all analysis is automatically generated. This index can be used to quickly locate and go to
a specific page, move pages within the notebook, or delete some pages. Graphics: The charts window displays all high-resolution
charts created during a session. It allows you full control of axis, labels, legends, colours, line drawing, etc. The resulting
graphics can be exported to disk in Windows Metafile format or copied to the clipboard as a picture, Windows Metafile, or tab
separated values. Scripting: The script window is used to enter and edit commands. Those commands can be either read from a
script file on disk, typed in by the user or automatically generated by the program. When used with the RECORD feature, the
script can also be used as a log window to keep track of the analysis performed during a session. Those commands may then be
executed again, providing an efficient way to automate
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows 7/Vista/XP/2000/NT/2003/2008/7/8/10 (32 bit or 64 bit) Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.8
GHz, AMD Athlon™ XP 1900+ or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: Geforce 8800 GS or equivalent DirectX®:
DirectX® 9.0c Hard Drive: 13 GB available space Additional: 1 GB recommended (not required) Recommended:
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